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Does anybody out there
want to attend a faculty council
meeting or the administrative
council so they can reportto the

SGA about the powers that be?
Does anyone from the ranks of
the new enthusiastic want to
form a CAPB so they can

Dina Bizzaro
Soc. Sci., 11th Term

I do not feel the services
received are worthy of the $lO
per term fee. Why else do we
go to a public institution but to
keep our education costs down?

allocate the remainder of our
cash to worthy social events?

Would those Grad students
that have the equal right to
vote on their programs policy
like to attend a few program
meetings or draw plans for a
grad student union?

Isn’t anybody else out there
tired of straight school diet and
the nothing gets done “status
quo” around here? If there is,
contact your senator or drop a
note in the suggestion box.

Oh, by the way, the year-
book needs people to print
negatives (to mention one),
people on foot need rides to and
from the Heights, and the Pro-
vost would like a special com-

mittee §o he can hear from and
talk to the students.

WRET, Bth'Term
I spend $lO per week for

food. So $3O per year to park is
almost a months worth of food.”

Perspectives
There will be a Winter

Term Commencement on SAt.,
March 24.

According to the Office of
Public Information, it will be
held at 11 a.m. in the Multi-
purpose Building.

Specific details will be
mailed at a later date to those
students who are completing
their work-at Penn State Cap-
itol Campus this term.

Pat Taylor
Social Science, Bth Term

$lO.OO is too much money
per term. I would like to know
where the money is going.
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Kevin M. O’Dare

Opinionsataglance

Bus. Mgt., Bth Term
Yes, because I paid vslo my

first semester here and to me
that could have paid for a cold
case of Bud to take my blues
from this campus away.

by bob footer

David Sowers
Humanities. 11th Term

The parking lot was her
before the school was. If mail
tenance is the claim, then
want to see rhinestone-studd<
potholes.”

Do you think $lO. per term

in car fees is excessive?

Bernice Port
Humanities M-M, 11th Term

Ourcampus does not benefit
from thirty dollars ayear, it is
my understanding that the
money we contribute as park-
ing fee is not used only at
Capitol Campus but rather it is
put into a pool used by the
entire PSU complex. Therefore

Ditto Sorbello
Humanities, Btfa Term

The $lO per term fee is
definitely excessive, expecially
when- you realize the money
isn’t even being spent at Capi-
tol Campus; $3O a year for
nothing is too much. They
should try charging $l.OO for a
permanent sticker like HACC

'8 does.

Mark Noll
MDET, Bth Term

Thirty dollars for each car is
a lot of money to pay a cop to
hand out tickets. They should
be able to take care of snow and
ice with the money, but they
don't.

Chau Pham
MDET, 12th Term

That is too much. I had to
pay $4O for last year (included
summer). Reduced parking fee
is much help for students, es-
pecially those who rely on fin-
ancial aid.


